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Disclaimer 

     Joining CresderNixrof Virtual Airlines ( hereafter referred as CNA) , 

and going further through the Virtual Airline’s details, and making use 

of it’s privileges, means that you adhere to the following rules, and re-

alize that you may be exposed to legal actions if you denied or diso-

beyed the following rules, to go further in CNA, you need to: 
 

 

- Realize that CNA is only an online based non profit organization, no way relat-

ed to reality 

- Confirm that you are over 13 years, authorized mentally and physically as well, 

to join CNA and use Flightgear flight simulator for the required time without any 
detrimental effects 

- Realize that CNA staff is no way affiliated to a real world airline’s staff 

- Realize that CNA does not own any real aircraft of the aircrafts used in the sim-

ulators, and that all aircrafts are for their respective owners 

- Realize that the use of liveries, airports, training hubs, ranks system, flights, 

passengers is no way affiliated to real world, but is only meant for fun 

- Realize that training sessions or information given by CNA instructors are NOT 

authorized to be applied on the real world 
- Understand that CNA does not handle the responsibility of any individual 

members’ actions, and understand that the official announcements are only to 

be made by CNA directors, and adhere to any version of the policy manual 

- Understand that CNA completely owns your CNA account, and is able to and 

can change any details or options in your CNA Pilot account without any pre-

notifications 

- Respect other CNA members, operations managers, directors and following 
rules given by directors and the CEO related to the CNA 

- Never misuse any CNA property, including the CNA website and Forum, and 

stay discipline whenever dealing with any CNA member or other VA’s members 

- Never posting any prohibited object in the CNA forum, opposing to either the 

CNA rules or the main discipline rules. 

I HAVE READ, AGREED AND WILL ADHERE TO ALL OF THE 

ABOVE RULES, AND REALIZE THAT ANY DISOBEDIENCE 
AND MISUSE OF THE ABOVE RULES MADE BY ME CAN EX-

POSE ME TO LEGAL ACTION. 
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I– Mission Statement 

 

       1.01 - The Mission 
               ( a ) The Mission of CresderNixrof Virtual Airlines is 

                                (i) To Instigate pilots to fly in a realistic way, as near-to-realism as possible 

                                (ii) To teach pilots realistic flying techniques, and giving them the opportunity to apply them 

                                (iii) To prepare a suitable environment for virtual pilots to have fun and joy while learning to fly 

as well as to make systems and respective constants and configurations necessary for the realistic flights, and by 

offering them rewards for flying long and realistically  

                                (iv) To have pilots enjoy freedom in the Virtual Airline, making use of different privileges 

 

              1.02 - The Staff 
                  ( a ) The Mission of CresderNixrof Virtual Airlines’ staff is 

                                  (i) To apply the rules mentioned in the Policy Manual 

                                  (ii) To Achieve the missions of the Virtual Airline 

                                  (iii) To choose other staff members for respective jobs 

                                   (vi) To keep the CNA atmosphere organized 

 

 

 

 II– Registration 

 
        2.01 - Requirements 
                   ( a ) The requirement to join CresderNixrof Virtual Airline is to adhere to the Disclaimer mentioned in 

the top of the Page 

 

             2.02 - Account Properties 
                   ( a ) Your CNA account is only meant for the Virtual Airline, and does in no way affiliate with any real 

world privileges 

                        ( b ) CNA does NOT give to any individual the Virtual Pilots’ email or any other personal Information, 

except the name, the last name, and the callsign 

                         ( c ) Your account fully belongs to CNA, although CNA will not give away the personal info men-

tioned above, CNA is able to delete, edit, or change the properties of your account without further notice 

 

                2.03 - Accuracy of filled data 
                   ( a ) All data required in the new pilot registeration fields must be filled accurately and correctly, 

filling these wrong means that the individual can enjoy certain limited CNA privileges, and may be deleted from 

CNA database 

 

                 2.04 - Communications via email 
                   ( a ) CNA can send you emails related to the Virtual airline at any time on the email you have written 

                         ( b ) Members are not prohibited to mark the CNA email as a spam 

                          ( c ) Members are not mandated to read messages they get from CNA 

                          ( d ) CNA members are MANDATED to enter correct emails owned by them 

 

 III– Activity Status 

                 3.01 - Active and inactive pilots 
                     ( a ) Inactive pilots get less privileges than active pilots, and inactive pilots may be removed easily 

from the roster if their inactivity status stays for long time 

                3.02 - Activity 
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                           ( a ) Pilots must fly at least 2 flights every month to remain active in the roster, these flights’ PIREPs 

must be approved by the director(s) 

                            ( b ) CNA is not supposed to send a message to pilots before being removed from the roster 

 

              3.03 - Flight Requirements 
                      ( a ) A correct flight that should be accepted in the PIREP must meet the following requirements 

                                       (i) The pilot must fly an aircraft that his rank enables him to, he must never fly an aircraft 

higher than his rank 

                                        (ii) The flight must be done in a realistic way without any crashes 

                                       (iii) The filed data in the PIREP must be filled correctly, including the correct amount of fuel 

                                        (iv) Pilots should minimize the consumed fuel amount to get bonus hours, over-fuel con-

sumption will lead to the PIREP been rejected 

                                        (v) All flights must be done with the blackbox  

                                         (vi) All flights must be flown online to get the full hours, refer to 3.04 for Offline flights 

                                         (vii) Must never be flown with a fast simulation rate +x2 or faster 

 

                3.04 - Offline flights 
                     ( a ) A pilot can do an offline flight if he 

                                      (i) Uses the CNA Blackbox and send it along with the PIREP 

                                      (ii) Flies an organized flight without breaking the basic flying rules 

                            ( b ) Pilots who fly offline flights will get a maximum of 50% hours for their flight according to the 

realism of the flight flew 

                            ( c ) Flights flew on the multiplayer map for at least 75% of the flight duration is considered an 

online flight 

 

                 3.05 - Violation of the flight requirements 
                         ( a ) Any PIREP for an out-of-rank aircraft is refused 

                             ( b ) Unrealistic flights subtract hours from the total flight hours, redundancy may cause the rejec-

tion of the filed PIREP 

                             ( c ) PIREPs with mistakes in Aircraft numbers ( registrations ) are corrected, but  

                                      (i) PIREPs with wrong fuel amounts are NOT corrected, and are refused 

                                      (ii) PIREPs with wrong flight time are NOT corrected, and are refused 

                                      (iii) Flights done without the blackbox are NOT accepted 

                                      (iv) Flights done offline must be done WITH the blackbox, and will get only 1/2 of their hours 

( The hours decrement is made by the director ) 

                                          

 

 

                    3.06 - CoI ( Conflict of Interest ) 
                      ( a ) Active CNA pilots are able to be part of any other Virtual Airlines, they are mandated to re-

main disciplined when dealing with any other VA’s individuals ESPECIALLY VSA members individuals 

                             ( b ) Operations manager are not able to: 

                                        (i) Be part of any other airline’s staff members 

                                        (ii) Fly Transcontinental routes for other Virtual Airlines ( Except the VSA member VAs ) 

                                        (iii) Join events dedicated for other VAs ONLY 

                             ( c ) Directors are not able to: 

                                        (i) Join any other Virtual Airline 

                                        (ii) Join events dedicated for other VAs only 

                             ( d ) Operations manager must have achieved at least 5 CNA flight hours before being announced              

                             ( e ) Directors must have achieved at least 10 CNA flight hours before being announced 

                                          

 


